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A First Course in the Numerical
Analysis of Differential
Equations
ARIEH ISERLES

Dr Iserles concentrates on the fundamentals of
numerical analysis: deriving methods from first
principles, analysing them with a variety of
mathematical techniques and occasionally
discussing questions
of implementation
and applications.
The outcome is a
textbook that is
mathematically
honest and rigorous
and provides its
target audience with
a wide range of
skills in both
ordinary and partial
differential
equations.
£55.00 net HB 0 52155376 8 400 pp. 1996
£19.95 net PB 0 52155655 4
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Geometric Tomography
RICHARD J.GARDNER

A research text which makes unsolved problems
accessible to advanced undergraduates. It
rigorously develops the new subject of geometric
tomography, which deals with the retrieval of
information about a geometric object from data
concerning its projections on planes or cross-
sections by planes.
£45.00 net HB 0 52145126 4 442 pp. 1995
Encyclopedia of Mathematics and its Applications 58

Boundary Value Problems for
Elliptic Systems
J. T. WLOKA, B. ROWLEY and B. LAWRUK

This book examines the theory of boundary value
problems for elliptic systems of partial differential
equations. The aim is to 'algebraise' the index
theory by means of pseudo-differential operators
and new methods in the specpral theory of matrix
polynomials.
£60.00 net HB 0 521430119 208 pp. 1995

A Treatise on the Theory of
Bessel Functions
Second Edition

THE LATE G. N. WATSON

'In Professor Watson's treatise, which is a
monument of erudition and ... clear exposition,
we have a rigorous mathematical treatment of all
types of Bessel functions.'

L. M. Milne-Thomson, Nature

A veritable mine of information ... indispensable to
all those who have occasion to use Bessel functions.'

S. Chandrasekhar, The AstrophysicalJournal
£19.95 net PB 0 521483913 812 pp. 1995
Cambridge Mathematical Library

Turbulence
The Legacy of A. N . Kolmogorov

URIEL FRISCH

Elementary presentations of dynamical systems
ideas, of probabilistic methods (including the
theory of large deviations) and of fractal geometry
make this a self-contained textbook. The
readership is first-year graduate students in
mathematics, physics, astrophysics, geosciences
and engineering.

£45.00 net HB 0 52145103 5 320 pp. 1995
£15.95 net PB 0 52145713 0

Cambridge books are available from good bookshops, alternatively phone UK + 44 (0)1223 325970
to order direct using your credit card, or fax UK + 44 (0)1223 315052. For further information,
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Editorial policy The European Journal of Applied Mathematics aims to publish papers in all areas of applied
mathematics, with especial emphasis on the following.

(i) The exposition of new mathematical ideas relevant to the modelling and analysis of modern technological

(ii) The development of interesting mathematical methods with broad areas of applicability.
There is no restriction in the areas of applicability or the style of mathematics as long as the content is presented so as to
be as accessible as possible to the entire community of mathematicians and mathematical scientists. This applies in
particular to the introductory section of the paper. Standard mathematical techniques will only be published if they are
associated with novel applications or lead to substantial advances in established problem areas.
Submission of manuscripts Papers may be submitted to any of the Editors. Three copies should be sent accompanied by
the author's address, telephone and fax number, and if possible an electronic mailing address. Electronic
communications can be used for minor corrections and for messages to the Editors.
Submission of a paper is taken to imply that it has not been previously published and that it is not being considered for
publication elsewhere. Upon acceptance of a paper, the author will be asked to transfer copyright to the publisher.
Authors are encouraged to submit papers electronically by sending a LaTeX file to ejam@vax.oxford.ac.uk; this file
should include the figures (line figures only). Authors using LaTeX must use the EJAM style file which can be
obtained using anonymous FTP from the internet address ftp.cup.cam.ac.uk. Retrieve from trie directory/pub/
texarchive/journals/latex/ejm the style file ejm.sty and the user guide ejmguide.tex. In case of difficulties obtaining these
files, there is a help-line available via e-mail; please contact texline@cup.cam.ac.uk. Alternatively, authors may use
"article" style. On final acceptance of a paper, authors should send the LaTeX source code on disc to the Editors-in-
Chief, together with a hardcopy identical to the file. Discs should be in Apple Mac or PC format and will not be
returned. The publisher reserves the right to typeset any article by conventional means if the author's TeX code presents
problems in production.
Layout of manuscripts Papers should be typewritten in double spacing throughout, on one side of the paper. Please
avoid footnotes if possible. Papers must begin with an abstract of not more man 300 words, and they should end with a
brief concluding section. The SI system of units must be used throughout. There is no formal restriction on length, but
short papers are likely to appear sooner than long ones (over 16 typed pages) which are likely to be subject to delay.
Illustrations Figures should be drawn in indian ink on good quality white paper or produced by computer to
comparable quality. Wherever possible they will be reproduced with the author's lettering. Originals of figures should
not be included until the paper has been accepted. A list of captions for figures should be attached separately. Where
appropriate, articles may be illustrated by photographs: high-quality glossy black and white prints are necessary.
References The Harvard system of references is preferred. References should be listed in alphabetical order at the end
of the main text. Please include the article title in the reference, which should be in the order: author's surname, initials;
year in parentheses; article title; journal name, abbreviated in accordance with the World List of Scientific Periodicals
(4th Edn); volume number (underlined); inclusive page numbers.
Citations in the text Any unambiguous system is acceptable. Three recommended ways of citing a 1992 paper by A.
European are: European (1992); European [Eu]; or European [7]; the first two are preferred. In the second case, the
reference at the end of the text should be preceded by [Eu], and in the third by [7].
Proof Reading Typographical or factual errors only may be changed at proof stage. The publisher reserves the right to
charge authors for correction of non-typographical errors. No page charge is made.
Offprints 25 offprints of each article will be supplied free to each first named author. Extra offprints may be purchased
from the publisher if ordered at proof stage.

Information on the European Journal of Applied Mathematics and all other Cambridge journals is available on
http://www.cup.cam.ac.uk/ and in North America on http://www.cup.org/.
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